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The 9-10 ULV fogger built by London Foggers was designed as an update, at the request from the industry, for a more affordable blower
machine than the London Foggers Model 18-20. It has been extensively tested in the field prior to its release and is fully backed by an
ironclad warranty. The ability of this machine to share a majority of its parts used by our best-selling Model 18-20 makes the 9-10 a
familiar yet robust piece of machinery. The reliability and excellence of the 18-20 is literally built into this machine from the ground up.

Next to reliability, the number one thing of importance in a sprayer is efficiency, and the 9-10 is second to none. The 9-10 will meet label
specifications of mosquito adulticide labels at 10MPH. This fogger uses a solid aluminum nozzle with moving parts. The complex aluminum
nozzle design on the 9-10 has been shown in independent testing to be far more repeatable, easier to calibrate, and create a better droplet
dispersion than any other fogger on the market. 

Standard features on the 9-10 pistol grip cab control are a main power switch, engine start switch, and spray/flush tank selector switch.
The optional London Flow GPS variable flow system will plug and play into the 9-10 and at least 5 other popular off-the-shelf programs
currently in use today. 

MODEL 9-10H
High Output ULV Aerosol Generator

1 or 2 Year spare parts kits
Tachometers/Hour meter
GPS, flow control

Optional Features on the 9-10
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PISTOL GRIP
CAB CONTROL

Aluminum nozzle, rotates 360°
Pistol grip cab control, start/spray/formulation/flush functions
FMI formulation pump, 3/8" ceramic piston
Triple V Belt drive
Honda GX240 Engine
Silencer tube
Manual choke function

Standard Features on the 9-10

270 CC Honda engine, model GX240

12 Volt DC adjustable output, positive displacement, 0-20 oz/min.

15 gallon (56 liters), corrosion resistant
80% of droplets less than 20 microns

1.5 gallon (28.38 liters) with gauge 
1.5 quart (1.43 liters), corrosion resistant

Rotary Lobe Positive Displacement, 181 CFM at 3600 RPM

355 lbs (152 kg)

 37" x 46" x 39" (94 x 117 x 99 cm)

Specifications

Engine

Formulation Pump

Formulation Tank
Particle Size

Fuel Tank
Flush Tank

Blower

Weight

Length x Width x Height


